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1.Introduction 
From 1996Coker [[2], [3], [4]] defined and studied intuitionistic topological spaces, intuitionistic 

open sets, intuitionistic closed sets and compactness on intuitionistic topological spaces. Also, he 

defined the closure and interior operators in intuitionistic topological spaces and established their 

properties. Many different forms of continuousfunctions have been introduced over the years in 

general topology. In particular Ekici [5] introduced and studied various forms of continuous 

functions in topological spaces. Intuitionistic b -open sets and its properties are discussedby 

Prabhu et.al., [9].  Gnanambal  and Singaravelan [7 and 10] introduced the concepts of 

intuitionistic β-continuous and irresolute functions in 2017. In this paper, some new class of 

functions in intuitionistic topological spaces, called as intuitionistic b continuous, intuitionistic 

b irresolute and intuitionistic b homeomorphisms are introduced and discussed their relations 

with existing functions in intuitionistic topological spaces.   

 

2.Preliminaries 
The following definitions and results are essential to proceed further. 

Definition 2.1: [2] Let X  be a non empty fixed set. An intuitionistic set (briefly. IS )   A  is an 

object of the form ),,,(= 21 AAXA  where 1A  and 2A  are subsets of X  satisfying .=21  AA  

The set 1A  is called the set of members of ,A  while 2A  is called the set of non-members of .A  

The family of all IS ’s in X  will be denoted by ).(XIS  Every crisp set A  on a non-

empty set X  is obviously an intuitionistic set. 

Definition 2.2 [2] Let X  be a non-empty set, ),,(= 21 AAXA  and ),,(= 21 BBXB  be 

intuitionistic sets on ,X  then   

    1.  BA  if and only if 11 BA   and .22 AB   

    2.  BA =  if and only if BA  and .AB   

    3.  BA  if and only if .2121 BBAA   

    4.  ).,,(= 12 AAXA  

    5.  ).,,(= 2211 BABAXBA   
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    6.  ).,,(= 2211 BABAXBA   

    7.  BABA  =  

    8.  ),,(=
~

XX   and ),,(=
~

XXX  

Corollary 2.1 [2] Let CBA ,,  and iA  be IS ’s in .X  Then   

    1.  BAi   for each i  implies that .BAi   

    2.  iAB   for each i  implies that .iAB   

    3.  ii AA  =  and .= ii AA   

    4.  .ABBA   

    5.  XAA
~

=
~

,=)(   and 
~

=
~
X  

Definition 2.3[4] An intuitionistic topology (briefly IT ) on a non-empty set X  is a family   of 

IS ’s in X  satisfying the following axioms   

    1.  .
~

 ,
~

 X  

    2.  BA  for any ., BA  

    3.  iA  for an arbitrary family in .  

In this case the pair ),( X  is called intuitionistic topological space (briefly ITS ) and the 

IS ’s in   are called the intuitionistic open set in X  denoted by OI )(  and the complement of an 

OI )(  is called Intuitionistic closed set in X  denoted by .)( CI   The family of all OI )(  (resp. 

CI )( ) sets in X  will be denoted by )()( XOI   (resp. ).()( XCI  ) 

Definition 2.4[4]Let ),( X  be an ITS  and ).(XISA  Then the intuitionistic interior (resp. 

intuitionistic closure) of A  are defined by })(:{=)( )( AKandXOIKKAint    (resp. 

})(:{=)( )( KAandXCIKKAcl   .)  

In this study we use )()( AiI   (resp. )()( AcI  ) instead of )(Aint  (resp. )(Acl ). 

Definition 2.5  Let ),( X  be an ITS  and an AIS  in X  is said to be   

    1.  intuitionistic regular-open [6] (briefly ROI )( ) if ))((= )()( AcIiIA   and 

intuitionistic regular-closed (briefly RCI )( ) if AAiIcI =))(( )()(  .  

  2.  intuitionistic pre-open [6] (briefly POI )( ) if ))(( )()( AcIiIA   and intuitionistic 

pre-closed (briefly PCI )( ) if .))(( )()( AAiIcI   

 3.  intuitionistic semi-open [6] (briefly SOI )( ) if ))(( )()( AiIcIA   and intuitionistic 

semi-closed (briefly SCI )( ) if .))(( )()( AAcIiI   

    4.  intuitionistic  -open [8] (briefly OI  )( ) if )))((( )()()( AiIcIiIA   and 

intuitionistic  -closed (briefly CI  )( ) if .)))((( )()()( AAcIiIcI   

    5.  intuitionistic  -open [8] (briefly OI  )( ) if )))((( )()()( AcIiIcIA   and 

intuitionistic  -closed (briefly CI  )( ) if .)))((( )()()( AAiIcIiI   

    6.  intuitionistic b -open [9] (briefly bOI )( ) if ))(( )()( AcIiIA   ))(( )()( AiIcI   

and intuitionistic b -closed (briefly bCI )( ) if ))(( )()( AcIiI 
 .))(( )()( AAiIcI 

 

 

The family of all ROI )(  (resp. ,)( RCI  ,)( POI  ,)( PCI  ,)( SOI  ,)( SCI  ,)( OI 

,)( CI  OI  )( , CI  )(

, bOI )( and bCI )( ) sets in X  will be denoted by )()( XROI   (resp. 
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),()( XRCI  ),()( XPOI  ),()( XPCI  ),()( XSOI  ),()( XSCI  ),()( XOI  ),()( XCI 

)()( XOI 

, )()( XCI 

, )()( XbOI   and ).()( XbCI  ) 

Definition 2.6 [6,8,9] Let ),( X  be an ITS  and A  be an ),(XIS  then  

1. intuitionistic regular-interior (resp. intuitionistic pre- interior, intuitionistic semi-

interior, intuitionistic  -interior and intuitionistic  -interior ) of A  is the union of all 

)()( XROI   (resp. ),()( XPOI  )(),( )()( XOIXSOI   and )()( XOI   ) contained in ,A  and is 

denoted by )()( ARiI   (resp. ),()( APiI  ),()( ASiI  )()( AiI   and ).()( AiI   ) 

 i.e. },and )(:{=)( )()( AGXROIGGARiI     

},and )(:{=)(       )()( AGXPOIGGAPiI     

},and )(:{=)(       )()( AGXSOIGGASiI     

},and )(:{=)(       )()( AGXOIGGAiI      

}.and )(:{=)(       )()( AGXOIGGAiI      

2. intuitionistic regular-closure (resp. intuitionistic pre-closure, intuitionistic semi-

closure, intuitionistic  -closure, intuitionistic  -closure) of A  is the intersection of all 

)()( XRCI   (resp. ),()( XPCI  ),()( XSCI  ),()( XCI  )()( XCI  ) containing ,A  and is denoted 

by )()( ARcI   (resp. ),()( APcI  ),()( AScI  ),()( AcI  ).()( AcI  ) 

i.e. },and )(:{=)( )()( AGXRCIGGARcI     

}and )(:{=)(       )()( AGXPCIGGAPcI     

},and )(:{=)(       )()( AGXSCIGGAScI     

},and )(:{=)(       )()( AGXCIGGAcI      

}.and )(:{=)(       )()( AGXCIGGAcI      

Definition 2.7 [2,4] Let  be ’s in , ’s in  and  

be a function. Then  

(a).  

(b).  

(c).  and if  is one to one, then  

(d).  and if  is onto, then  

(e).  

(f).  

(g).  

(h).  and if  is one to one, then  

(i).  

(j).  

(k).  if  is onto  

(l).  

(m). If  is onto, then : and if furthermore,  is , we have  

(n).  

(o).  

Definition 2.8[4] Let  and  be two intuitionistic topological spaces and  be 

a function. Then  is said to be intuitionistic continuous if and only if the preimage of every 

intuitionistic openset in  is intuitionistic open in . 
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Definition 2.9[11] Let  and  be two ’s and let  be a function. Then  is 

said to be intuitionistic semi continuous if for every intuitionistic set  of ,  is semi open 

in . 

Definition 2.10[11] Let  and  be two ’s and let  is called intuitionistic 

regular continuous if for every intuitionistic open set  of ,  is regular open in . 

Definition 2.11[11] Let  and  be two ’s and let  is called intuitionistic 

pre continuous if for every intuitionistic open set  of ,  is pre open in . 

Definition 2.12[11] Let  and  be two ’s and let  is called intuitionistic 

-continuous if for every intuitionistic open set  of ,  is -open in . 

Definition 2.13[11] A mapping  is said to be intuitionistic -continuous 

(briefly -continuous), if the inverse image of each intuitionistic open set in  is -open in . 

Definition 2.14[10] A map  is called intuitionistic open(closed) if the image 

 is intuitionistic open(closed) in  for every intuitionistic open(closed) set in . 

Definition 2.16[10] A bijection ),(),(:  YXf  is called intuitionistic homeomorphism if f

is both intuitionistic continuous and intuitionistic open map. 

Definition 2.17[10] A function ),(),(:  YXf  is called intuitionistic open (resp. closed) if 

the image )(Af in Y  is intuitionistic open (resp. closed) for every intuitionistic open (resp. 

closed) set in .X  

Definition 2.18[12] A function ),(),(:  YXf  is called intuitionisticb  open (resp. b  closed) 

if the image )(Af in Y  is intuitionistic b open (resp. Ibclosed) for every intuitionistic open 

(resp. closed) set in .X  

 

3. On intuitionistic b continuous functions 

Here intuitionistic b continuous functions are defined and its relations with other existing 

intuitionistic functions are studied. Also some basic properties are investigated.   

Definition 3.1A mapping ),(),(:  YXf   is said to be intuitionistic b continuous (briefly Ib

continuous), if the inverse image of every intuitionistic open set in Y is Ib open set in X . 

Theorem 3.1Every intuitionistic continuous function ),(),(:  YXf  is ib continuous. 

Proof:Let A  be a intuitionistic open set of ),( Y . Since ),(),(:  YXf   is intuitionistic 

continuous, then )(1 Af    is intuitionistic open in ),( X , we know that every intuitionistic open 

set is Ib -open set, then )(1 Af   is Ib -open in ),( X . Thus ),(),(:  YXf   is Ib -continuous.  

The converse of the above theorem need not be true from the following example.   

Example 3.1Let   ,,, YcbaX   with the intuitionistic topologies     ,,,,
~

,
~

baYY and 

                        bcaXbcXbacXcbXbXbaXX ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
~

,
~

  . Define 

),(),(:  YXf   by .)(,)(,)( acfcbfbaf   Let   ,,, baYA   is intuitionistic open set 

but   ,,,)(1 caXAf   is not an intuitionistic open in ),( X . Therefore ),(),(:  YXf   is 

not intuitionistic continuous. But   ,,,)(1 caXAf  is an I b -open in ),( X . Thus 

),(),(:  YXf   is Ib -continuous. 

Theorem 3.2Every intuitionistic regular (resp. pre and ) continuous function 

),(),(:  YXf  is intuitionistic b continuous map. 

Proof:Let A  be a intuitionistic open set of ),( Y . Since ),(),(:  YXf   is intuitionistic 

regular (resp. pre and  ) continuous, then )(1 Af    is intuitionistic regular (resp. pre and  ) 

open in ),( X , we know that every intuitionistic regular (resp. pre and  )  open set is Ib -open 

set, then )(1 Af   is Ib -open in ),( X . Thus ),(),(:  YXf   is Ib -continuous.  

The converse of the above theorem need not be true from the following example.   
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Example 3.2 Let   ,,, YcbaX   with the intuitionistic topologies     ,,,,
~

,
~

baYY and 

                        bcaXbcXbacXcbXbXbaXX ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
~

,
~

  . Define 

),(),(:  YXf   by .)(,)(,)( acfcbfbaf   Let    bcYA ,,  is intuitionistic open set 

then    abXAf ,,)(1  is an I b -open in ),( X . Thus ),(),(:  YXf   is Ib -continuous, 

but    abXAf ,,)(1   is neither an intuitionistic regular open nor an intuitionistic pre open 

nor an intuitionistic  open in ),( X . Therefore ),(),(:  YXf   is neither an intuitionistic 

regular continuous nor an intuitionistic pre continuous nor an intuitionistic   continuous map.   

Theorem 3.3Every intuitionistic semi continuous function ),(),(:  YXf  is ib continuous. 

Proof: Let A  be a intuitionistic open set of ),( Y . Since ),(),(:  YXf   is intuitionistic 

semi continuous, then )(1 Af    is intuitionistic semi open in ),( X , we know that every 

intuitionistic semi open set is I b -open set, then )(1 Af   is Ib -open in ),( X . Thus 

),(),(:  YXf   is Ib -continuous.  

The converse of the above theorem need not be true from the following example.   

Example 3.3 Let   ,, YbaX   with the intuitionistic topologies     ,,,
~

,
~

aXX  and 

     abYY ,,,
~

,
~
  . Define ),(),(:  YXf    by .)(,)( abfbaf   Let     abYA ,,  is 

intuitionistic open set but     baXAf ,,)(1   is not an intuitionistic semi open in ),( X . 

Therefore ),(),(:  YXf   is not intuitionistic semi continuous. But     baXAf ,,)(1  is 

an I b -open in ),( X . Thus ),(),(:  YXf   is Ib -continuous. 

 

The following diagram shows the relationship between then existing intuitionistic continuous 

function. 

 

 

 

 
continuousIR  continuousI  continuousI  continuousIb   continuousI   

 

 

 

Note: A B represents A implies B but not conversely. 

Theorem 3.4Let  be a mapping, where  and  are , then the following 

are equivalent.  

(i) The function  is -continuous.  

(ii) The inverse image of intuitionistic closed set of  is -closed set in .  

(iii)  for intuitionistic set  of .  

(iv)  for each intuitionistic set of .  

Proof. (i)  (ii): Let  be intuitionistic closed subset of , then  is intuitionistic open in . 

Since  is -continuous, , is -open in , which implies that 

 is -closed in .  

(ii)  (iii): Let  be an intuitionistic set of . The  is intuitionistic closed in . By 

(ii)  is -closed in  and   

 

since  

we have  

 

 

continuousIP

continuousIS 
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.  

(iii)  (iv): Let  be an intuitionistic set of . Then by (iii) we have   

.   

Hence  

 

.  

(iv)  (i): Let  be an intuitionistic set of . Then  is intuitionistic closed subset in 

so that . Now by(iv)   

 

 (since  is intuitionistic closed)   

we have  

.  

Hence  is -open in . That is  is -closed. Therefore  is -continuous.  

Theorem 3.5 Let  be a mapping, where  and  are intuitionistic topological 

spaces, then the followings are equivalent.  

(i) The function  is -continuous.  

(ii) For each subset  of , .  

Proof. (i)  (ii): Let  be any intuitionistic set of .  is open set in  

and  is a -open set in , since  is -continuous. As 

and .  

(ii)  (i): Let  be any intuitionistic open set of , so that .  

  (1) 

By (ii)  

using equation (1) .   

Hence  is -open, where  is intuitionistic open in . Therefore  is -continuous.  

Theorem 3.6Let  be a single valued function then the followings are 

equivalent.  

(i) The function  is -continuous.  

(ii) For each element  and each intuitionistic open set  in  with , there is a 

-open set  in , such that , .  

Proof. (i) (ii): Assume  is a single valued -continuous function. Let 

 and  an intuitionistic open set, then -open set in . Choose 

, then  and .  

(ii) (i): Let  be any intuitionistic open set in  and , then , there exists a 

 is an -open set in , such that  and . Then  and 

. Therefore,  is -open set in . Therefore  is -continuous 

function.  

4. Intuitionistic -homeomorphisms and intuitionistic -irresolute functions 

Definition 4.1A mapping ),(),(:  YXf   is said to be intuitionistic b irresolute, (briefly Ib

irresolute), if the inverse image of every intuitionisticb open set in Y is Ib open set in X . 

Example 4.1 ,  and 

. Define,  by 

. Then  is -irresolute. 
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Definition 4.2A bijection  is called -homeomorphism if  is both -

continuous and -open. 

Example 4.2Let , , . Define 

 by  then the map  is bijective, -continuous 

and -open. So  is -homeomorphism. 

Theorem 4.1Let  be an intuitionistic function. Then the following statements 

are equivalent.  

(i)  is a -irresolute.  

(ii) For each  of  and each -neighborhood  of , there exists an -

neighborhood  of  such that .  

(iii) For each  belongs to  and each  belongs to , there exists  belongs to 

 such that .  

Proof. (i)  (ii): Assume  belongs to  and  is an -open set in  containing . Since 

 is a -irresolute, there exists  be a -open set in  containing  so 

.  

(ii)  (iii): Assume that  is a -open set containing , then by hypothesis there 

exists a -open set  such that  belongs to . Therefore,  belongs to 

. This shows that  is a -neighborhood of .  

(iii)  (i): Let  be a -open set in , then  is -neighborhood of each  

belongs to . Thus for each  is a -interior point of  which implies 

that   

 

.   

Therefore  is a -open set in . Hence  is a -irresolute function. 

Theorem 4.2Let  be an intuitionistic -continuous and intuitionistic -open. 

Then  is -irresolute functions. 

Proof. Let  be any -open set. Then 

, since  is intuitionistic -continuous and 

intuitionistic -open it follows that  

 

 

.   

Therefore  is -open. This shows that  is -irresolute functions.  

Theorem 4.3Let  be an -irresolute  for all intuitionistic set  of , 

. 

Proof. Let  is -irresolute function, now  is an -closed set. Since 

, it follows from the definition of -closure that  

.  

Conversely, suppose that A  is -closed set in , then . Now by hypothesis,  

 

.   

Thus  is an -closed set and so is an -irresolute functions. 

Proposition 4.1Suppose  and  are both -irresolute, then 

 is -irresolute function. 

Proof. Let  be an -open in . Since  is an -irresolute,  is an 

-open in . Since  is also an -irresolute  is an -

open in . Thus  is an -irresolute function. 
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Theorem 4.4If  is an -continuous function and 

 for each  belongs to , then  is an -irresolute 

function. 

Proof. Let  belongs to ,  

 

. Thus  is .  
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